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Abstract: Mean radiant temperature (MRT) is one of the six primary factors that determine thermal comfort in a given thermal environment. In this study, the average radiant temperature was determined using a calculation method based on the surrounding surface temperatures and view factors. The present study specifically investigated the use of calculated radiant temperature, compared to measured radiant temperature, for predicting the mean vote (PMV) and percentage of dissatisfied (PPD) comfort parameters. The method was validated by the experimental measurements via the black sphere thermometer at five different reference points in a test room, including radiant panels on the ceiling and walls. By using global thermometer measurements, the proposed approach achieved a high degree of compatibility and an accuracy of 0.17 °C, which was the difference between calculated and measured values. The results demonstrated the reliability of the procedure using view factors and surrounding surface temperatures to calculate the radiant temperature in the designated test room; here, a straightforward method for evaluating the thermal conditions of an office room and determining the optimal location of an air temperature sensor in PMV-controlled radiant systems was also proposed. This study contributes to the increasing field of research on thermal comfort and offers knowledge that is beneficial for the design and optimization of indoor environments.
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1. Introduction

Ongoing technological advancements have placed considerable pressure on engineers and architects to design structures that are thermally efficient and cost-effective, with the ultimate goal of enhancing the quality of the indoor thermal environment for occupants. This is particularly important due to the significant energy consumption associated with buildings, which accounts for approximately one third of global carbon emissions [1–3]. Using data from the last ten years, it is seen that the building sector in Turkey consumes more energy than the industry and transportation sectors, with a share of 32.3% of total energy consumption, and that heating and cooling account for approximately 70% of total energy consumption in buildings [4]. Many reports at the national, regional, and global levels highlighted the importance of radiant heating and cooling (RHC) over conventional systems in relation to “near-zero” energy consumption in buildings [5–7].

Thermal comfort is a sensation that reflects a person’s satisfaction with the thermal environment they are in. The purpose of a heating and cooling system is to provide a suitable environment in terms of thermal comfort standards, which is known as
International Organization for Standardization (ISO 7730) and ASHRAE 55 [8,9]. As a new type of air conditioning system, RHC systems have increased in popularity over the past decade and, therefore, can offer improved indoor quality with more energy-saving potential than traditional air conditioning systems [10]. The RHC system uses the surrounding surfaces of the conditioning area as a heating or cooling source (depending on the application type), and heat exchange occurs by radiant and convective heat transfer mechanisms. In an RHC system, radiant heat transfer forms more than 50% of the total heat transfer between occupants and surfaces [11]. Six main parameters affect thermal comfort: metabolic rate, clothing insulation, air temperature, mean radiant temperature (MRT), air velocity, and relative humidity. The MRT is defined as “the temperature of a uniform, the black enclosure that exchanges the same amount of thermal radiation with the occupant as the actual enclosure” [9]. It is a single value representing the entire body and can be considered the average temperature of the surrounding surfaces weighted by their view factors concerning the occupant.

RHC systems can also be defined as hydronic radiant systems and/or water-based surface-embedded heating and cooling systems as they are usually operated by water [12]. RHC systems bring a significant advantage due to their compatibility with renewable energy sources, in particular with solar power. This compatibility results from the alignment of water temperatures provided by solar energy systems with the optimal range for radiant heating systems. Solar thermal collectors produce moderate water temperatures (38 °C to 60 °C) that efficiently integrate with radiant systems, promoting energy efficiency and sustainable heating practices [13]. Stetiu [14] showed that an office with a radiant cooling system had 30% less energy consumption and 27% less peak power demand than traditional all-air-conditioning systems in the United States. Le Dreau [15] investigated an office room with four different cooling solutions that were active: chilled beam, radiant floor, radiant wall, and radiant ceiling. It was observed that the radiant floor system was the most efficient way in terms of cooling needs thanks to its bigger view factor between a sitting person and the floor, while the second most efficient solution was the radiant ceiling system that managed to provide the most uniform comfort conditions in the area. One of the critical points was the thickness of insulation for optimized energy performance when the effectiveness of RHC systems is considered. Chen and Li [16] worked on the energy, emission, and economic feasibilities of air-source heat pump-integrated underfloor heating/cooling systems in the summer and winter seasons. Compared to the current system, the radiant system consumed 12.3% less primary energy, emitted 36.9% more carbon dioxide, and saved operating expenses by 26.0%. Cvetkovic and Bojic [17] performed an experimental study in a residential house in Serbia fitted with an RHC system. It was shown that the thickness of thermal insulation should be higher for the locations where the radiant panels were located. When the RHC system was considered in itself, the thermal insulation required for walls was thicker than needed for the radiant floor.

Among all six thermal comfort parameters, the MRT is one of the most challenging parameters to obtain since it does not depend only on the air temperature but also the temperature of surrounding surfaces that radiate heat towards the occupants. Measuring and calculating the MRT require specialized equipment and precise environmental data, which make it more complex compared to other thermal comfort parameters such as air temperature, relative humidity, air velocity, clothing insulation, and metabolic rate. Therefore, several measurement and calculation methods were developed with different equipment to solve this problem. Black globe thermometers, two-sphere radiometers, and constant-air-temperature sensors are commonly used to measure the MRT. Amongst others, the black globe thermometer is the most popular device in indoor environments due to its low cost, compactness, and ease of calculation [18]. It is simply a thin-walled copper sphere painted black with a sensor placed at the center of the sphere [19]. The standard globe has a 150 mm diameter and 0.4 mm thickness of copper. For a reliable measurement, the first globe thermometer needs to reach thermal equilibrium. Reading from the internal thermometer depends on convective and radiant heat transfer mechanisms. One of the severe disadvantages of the globe thermometer is the long-time requirement to reach its
equilibrium before reading. To overcome this challenge, various diameters for the globe have been studied. Studies showed that the globe reaches thermal equilibrium quickly for smaller diameters, but this gained time costs its accuracy and causes a higher error incidence than the standard diameter [20–22]. Kang et al. [23] assessed the uncertainty of MRT estimates by grouping surfaces with similar temperature behavior. Using a measurement data-based simulation model and the Monte Carlo method, the study inferred that excluding similar surfaces had no significant effect on MRT uncertainty. When an adequate number of input surfaces were used, the difference between MRT and measurements of all surfaces was less than 1%. The study conducted by Tamrakar et al. [24] aimed to evaluate the impact of variations in outdoor temperatures and wall thermal transmittance on the inside thermal environment. The researchers also examined whether the resultant conditions satisfied ergonomic guidelines for the ideal ratio of mean radiant temperature to outdoor temperature. The study found that MRT responses differed across five outdoor temperature scenarios and three types of exterior walls. Seated occupants had consistent MRT, while standing occupants had minor differences when near a window in all scenarios. However, when occupants were not equally positioned near the window, seated occupants experienced larger MRT variations compared to standing occupants.

In the context of large venues such as concert halls and stadiums, attaining uniform heat distribution presents unique challenges compared to smaller indoor spaces. While evaluating thermal conditions in such environments, it is essential to account for the distribution of the MRT. Lee et al. [25] chose a stadium as a case study and made a comparison between the black globe temperature and infrared thermal imaging camera (IR camera) with calculated view factors. Results showed that there might be prominent differences in surface temperatures; thus, using an IR camera was proposed in such environments. Tan et al. [26] investigated radiant temperatures with a 40 mm diameter grey globe thermometer in a tropical urban environment. It was seen that greeneries and trees had a reduction effect on the MRT during daytime while there was not a significant difference in the absence of sunlight. A similar study focused on urban environments was carried out by Park et al. [27]. They investigated how pedestrian MRT varied with tree spacing using a new multilayer MRT model. Large trees were found to be more effective in reducing MRT and could be planted at wider intervals, while small trees showed an exponential MRT reduction as the spacing decreased. Guo et al. [28] carried out a lab-scale experimental study and observed the change of air and mean radiant temperature at 1.3 m height over 48 h. It was deduced that the variation of mean radiant temperatures was up to 8 °C while air temperatures changed about 2 °C during the experiments. The influence of room geometry on mean radiant temperature was studied by Kalmar [29] in rooms with the same width and height but different lengths. The study discovered that mean radiant temperature varies parabolically with room height and length, suggesting an optimal height for the minimal MRT. Occupant position in the room affected the values. Surface heating systems yielded lower MRT values, and thermal refurbishment led to decreased mean radiant temperature. Walikewitz et al. [30] investigated the relation between the air and mean radiant temperatures for four different office rooms in a building located in Berlin/Germany. It was inferred that the difference between the two temperatures was not significant in most cases; however, the room with windows which faced southeast and southwest had the maximum deviation between air and radiant temperatures due to the existence of solar radiation. Hwang et al. [31] investigated the impact of solar radiation on indoor thermal comfort in subtropical climates by conducting field measurements in six test cells with varying types of glass. The study found considerable increases in MRT near windows, reaching up to 50.8 °C for single-pane glass, while indoor temperatures remained stable between 25 °C and 27 °C regardless of glazing type. Another study assessed the effects of solar radiation on the indoor environment and thermal discomfort [32]. The study showed that thermal discomfort and mean radiant temperature increased when the distance from the window decreased in a south-facing room. A comparative study was carried out by Özbey and Turhan [33], which focused on a case study of an office building...
in a university. Different calculation methods were used to obtain mean radiant temperature compared with results from the black globe thermometer, and the study discovered that the methods based on angle factors and the radiant plane temperatures had similar trends. Also, mean radiant temperatures by these methods overestimated above 20 °C and underestimated below 20 °C due to sharp temperature changes in window temperatures on cloudy days.

There are a variety of measurement and calculation methods for determining MRT in indoor environments. Following the above-mentioned studies, this study aims to propose a calculation method for MRT distribution in a live space. Hereby, to counteract the drawbacks of the globe-based measurements, the method can be used as a reliable way of MRT calculation. To this end, an actively used office space is selected, and then the space is equipped with ground source heat pump (GSHP)-integrated hydronic radiant wall and ceiling panels for heating purposes. By using wall and ceiling panels at the same time, we can also consider the angle factors and compare with the global thermometer measurements. Based on the validation of the calculated and measured mean radiant temperatures, the predicted mean vote (PMV) and predicted percentage dissatisfied (PPD) deviations caused by the calculated mean radiant temperatures are compared with the experimental PMV and PPD. Two main original contributions can be counted for the present work. The first contribution is developing an easier method of monitoring the thermal conditions of the office space to determine the optimal position of the air temperature sensor in radiant systems controlled by PMV. The second is experimentally determining the thermal comfort conditions by implementing radiant systems to the walls and ceilings of a real-sized and actively used office room combined with the ground heat exchanger (GHE) system placed in the ground under the building foundation, which was experimentally validated before [34,35]. Consequently, it can be stated that studies related to energy-saving and sustainable building systems integrated with renewable energy systems are important for researchers and practitioners, especially when considering the approaches of nearly zero-energy buildings and decarbonization gains.

2. Experimental Study

2.1. Test Room

The test room was located on the first floor of the Yildiz Technical University (YITU) Science and Technology Application and Research Center building facing the northeast (NE) direction. Radiant panels were embedded in the walls and ceilings of the test room, which had dimensions of 7 m × 7.5 m × 2.8 m. The room was fitted with 29 radiant panels (1 m × 0.6 m) on the ceiling whereas the southeast (SE) and northwest (NW) walls of the room were equipped with 6 and 9 radiant panels with dimensions of 2 m × 0.6 m, respectively. The schematic and actual views of the radiant panels on the ceiling and walls of the test room are represented in Figure 1, while the detailed geometric specifications can be seen in Table 1. The radiant panels can be operated and controlled separately using control valves. The room had large glazing and an aluminum frame with a heat transfer coefficient of 2.4 W/m²·K that covers a total area of 18.2 m². Beneath the window section, there was a wall with a height of 0.2 m and an area of 1.4 m². The southwest (SW) side looked to the corridor, and as well as the door of the room, it also had a large glazed window area of 17.5 m² and a wall height of 0.3 m above. The heat transfer coefficient of the corridor window was 5.7 W/m²·K. The test room was adjacent to the elevator shaft on the NE side and adjacent to an office room on the SE side. The NW wall of the room with a heat transfer coefficient of 0.65 W/m²·K was near the elevator shaft, while the SE wall with a heat transfer coefficient of 0.53 W/m²·K was adjacent to an actively used office room. The upstairs and downstairs of the office room were utilized as labs, and the slab between the two mediums had a heat transfer coefficient of 0.42 W/m²·K. Lighting, active computers, and dummies were utilized in the test room to provide a realistic office environment (see Figure 1). Four cylinders were placed in the room to ensure a sensible heat load, according to
the EN 14240 standard [36]. Each cylinder had three luminaires with a capacity of 60 W. The dummies were set to the heating capacity of 80 W during the experiment, which was similar to an office worker’s low metabolic rate [36]. The data obtained from the measurements in the test room were collected and recorded using a 30 W heat-loaded Agilent 34572A datalogger. To simulate a typical office environment, four desktop computers with a 90 W heat load were used within working hours.

**Table 1.** The geometric properties of the radiant panels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Width (mm)</th>
<th>Area (m²)</th>
<th>Total Area (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall (SE)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall (NW)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** (a) The schematic and (b) actual view of the test room.

2.2. *Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP) System*

The real and schematic appearances of the ground source heat pump system, which was integrated into the wall and ceiling radiant panels in the test room, are represented in Figure 2. The ground source heat pump system can be described as three main subgroups: (i) heat pump unit, (ii) measurement system, and (iii) ground heat exchangers (GHE). Firstly, the projected and real views of the heat pump system consisting of
circulation pumps, accumulation and expansion tanks, flow switches, and piping systems are indicated in Figure 2. The second subgroup is the measurement system and its equipment is as follows: flow meters, manometers, thermometers, rotameters, RTD sensors, and PLC unit. The last subgroup includes GHE pipes placed under the building foundation and previously tested in Ref. [35]. These pipes, consisting of 10 parallel pipes buried horizontally under the building foundation, are made of high-density polyethylene material. The length of the pipes is 85 m with a distance of 0.5 m from one another. The water circulating through the GHE pipes reached a collector and was circulated to the heat pump from there, and then the room was conditioned by the implemented radiant panels. Further elaboration on this subsection of the experimental setup can be found in our former works [34,35,37].

Figure 2. The real and schematic appearances of the ground source heat pump system.

2.3. Measurement Equipment in the Test Room

To obtain the PMV and MRT values, the parameters of indoor air temperature, surface temperature, air velocity, and relative humidity were required. A total of 51 T-type thermocouples were used for surface temperature measurements, including radiant panel surfaces, unheated walls, inner and outer surfaces of the exterior window, and a glazed window facade to the corridor. For this, five metal stands (trees) with a height of 2.5 m were installed in the places presented in Figure 3a,b. Thermocouples were placed at five different heights on each stand as follows: 0.1 m, 0.6 m, 1.1 m, 1.7 m, and 2.5 m (see Figure 3a). In order to obtain a reliable indoor air temperature, a radiation shield was used as recommended by the ASHRAE 55-2013 standard [9], as indicated in Figure 3c.

PMV values were obtained using relative humidity, globe thermometer, and temperature and turbulence probes attached to the Testo 400 Universal indoor air quality (IAQ) equipment. Table 2 summarizes the key technical details of the instruments used for the measurement of parameters in the test room. With an adjustable tripod, the Testo 400 Universal IAQ equipment, shown in Figure 4a, was used to collect measurements at the height of 1.1 m in the center of the test room. As depicted in Figure 4b,c, the datalogger switch unit was used for all measurements in the test room, while the PLC unit was used for all measurements on the GSHP unit.
Figure 3. Measurements in the room; (a) placement of thermocouples on each stand, (b) on-site view of stands in the center of the test room, and (c) radiation shield.

Table 2. Instruments used for the measurement of parameters in the test room (Adapted with permission from [34], 2023, Elsevier)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruments</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Accuracies</th>
<th>Measured Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humidity and temperature and sensor</td>
<td>0/100% RH</td>
<td>±2% RH (5/90% RH)</td>
<td>Humidity, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−20/+70 °C</td>
<td>±0.5 °C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testo turbulence sensor</td>
<td>0/5 m/s</td>
<td>±0.03 m/s</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testo black globe thermometer</td>
<td>0/+120 °C</td>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>Globe temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Type temperature sensor</td>
<td>−20/+200 °C</td>
<td>±0.3 °C</td>
<td>Air and surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−200/+800 °C</td>
<td>±0.15 + 0.0002 °C</td>
<td>Water temperature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. The appearances of (a) Testo 400 Universal IAQ system, (b) PLC system, and (c) datalogger switch unit.
2.4. Measurements

The experiments for five different cases were carried out on 24 February 2022 between 12:12 and 14:59 pm. The comfort device, which measured radiant temperature, air temperature, air velocity, and humidity, was placed to take measurements from five reference points of the test room over 20 min periods, as shown in Figure 5. The dimensional details of the five different reference points of the comfort device in the test room are also presented in Table 3.

![Figure 5. An overview of the test room and the positions of the reference points.](image)

**Table 3.** Dimensional details of reference points in the test room.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Points</th>
<th>X (m)</th>
<th>Y (m)</th>
<th>Z (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref. Point 1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. Point 2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. Point 3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. Point 4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. Point 5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Uncertainty Analysis

The procedure of implementing the uncertainty analysis method, as recommended by Kline and McClintok [38], is systematically carried out to meticulously ascertain and quantify the diverse errors that are specifically relevant to the experimental studies being conducted. The error rates of each independent variable employed in experiments can be calculated by utilizing Equation (1).

The process of assessing the overall uncertainties associated with the indirectly measured parameters related to thermal comfort indexes, specifically the predicted mean vote (PMV) and the percentage of people dissatisfied (PPD), was undertaken by performing calculations as outlined in Equation (1).

\[
W_R = \left( \frac{\partial R}{\partial x_1} w_1 \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial R}{\partial x_2} w_2 \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial R}{\partial x_3} w_3 \right)^2 + \cdots + \left( \frac{\partial R}{\partial x_n} w_n \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}
\]

where \( R \) represents the parameter that is to be determined, whereas \( w_1, w_2, w_3, ..., w_n \) represent the error rates associated with each independent variable. \( W_R \) represents the
overall uncertainty. The R parameter is influenced by a set of independent variables indicated as \( x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_n \).

The uncertainties attributed to the PMV and PPD were established through a meticulous analysis of direct measurements encompassing essential factors such as air temperature, air velocity, humidity levels, surface temperature subjected to heating or cooling, as well as the mean radiant temperature (MRT). The comprehensive examination of these key parameters allowed for a thorough evaluation of the potential variations and errors associated with the determination of the PMV and PPD, thus offering a more robust understanding of the overall reliability of these thermal comfort indices. The total average estimated uncertainty of the PMV and PPD was found to be approximately ± 11% and ± 8.8%, respectively.

3. Mathematical Model and Experimental Verification

According to the definition of MRT, it should be calculated in relation to the human body surface area and the environment temperature in every orientation, but due to the complex shape of the human body, such a calculation is extremely difficult to perform [39-41]. To overcome this challenge, the human body could be reduced to a spherical point located in a room for a more user-friendly calculation, and also, the best approximation to the globe thermometer can be provided. Therefore, in the present study, the view factor is calculated using Equation (2) [42]:

\[
F_{p-i} = \frac{1}{4\pi} \arctan \left( \frac{a \cdot b}{c \cdot \sqrt{a^2 + b^2 + c^2}} \right)
\]  

(2)

where \( a \) and \( b \) represent the width and length of the surfaces, respectively, and \( c \) represents the distance between the surface and the measurement point. To apply this equation optimally to the test room, each wall in all directions (northwest, southeast, northeast, southwest, floor, and ceiling) was divided into smaller surfaces and a total of 27 surfaces were created, as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Schematic view of all surfaces determined in the test room.](image)

It can be said that the determination of MRT, which significantly affects the user’s sensation, is more challenging on thermal comfort than the other parameters. The measurement methods used to determine the MRT are as follows: black globe thermometer, two-sphere radiometer, constant-air-temperature sensor, and a method based on the measurement of the effective radiative flow. The central component of the black sphere thermometer is a black sphere that serves as the measuring device. The external surface
of the sphere is designed to absorb radiation coming from the room’s walls, which allows for accurate temperature readings. The MRT measurement, when performed using a black sphere thermometer, is expressed as follows [9]:

\[
T_r = \left( 4 \left( T_g + 273 \right)^4 + \frac{h_f}{\varepsilon_s} \left( T_g - T_a \right) - 273 \right)^{\frac{1}{4}} h_f = \begin{cases} 
1.4 \left( \frac{T_n - T_a}{D} \right)^{0.25} & \text{for natural convection} \\
6.3 \left( \frac{V}{D} \right)^{0.25} & \text{for forced convection}
\end{cases}
\]

(3)

where \( h_f \) is the convection coefficient between the surrounding air and surfaces of the globe thermometer. \( T_g \) and \( T_a \) are the surface temperature of the globe thermometer and ambient air temperature, respectively. \( V \) and \( D \) denote the air velocity, diameter, and emissivity of the globe thermometer, respectively.

The two-sphere radiometer is a device that uses two spheres with varying emissivity values. There is a difference in the amount of heat that is supplied to the two spheres due to the fact that the emittance of the black sphere is greater than that of the polished sphere, which results in the measurement of radiation. The MRT is formulated as follows:

\[
T_r = 4 \left( T_s^4 + \frac{P_p - P_b}{\sigma (\varepsilon_p - \varepsilon_s)} \right)
\]

(4)

where \( P_p \) and \( P_b \) represent the power supplied to the polished and black spheres, respectively. \( \varepsilon_p \) and \( \varepsilon_s \) are the emissivities of the black and polished spheres. \( T_s \) is the surface temperature of spheres. When using the constant air temperature sensor as the measurement method, the MRT is defined as follows:

\[
T_r = 4 \left( T_s^4 - \frac{P_s}{\sigma \varepsilon_s} \right)
\]

(5)

where \( P_s \), \( T_s \), and \( \varepsilon_s \) are the power supplied to the sensor, surface temperature, and emissivity of the sensor, respectively. Another method is the one based on the measurement of the effective radiative flow. Here, the MRT is calculated as follows:

\[
T_r = T_b^4 \left( 1 + 2.15 \times 10^{-3} E_{eff} \right)
\]

(6)

where \( E_{eff} \) represents the effective radiative flow, which is a measure of the net radiant heat exchange between the person or object and its surroundings. \( T_b \) is the background temperature.

The MRT is estimated using several calculation methods, each of which takes into consideration different factors and variables. These techniques provide important insights into the radiant heat exchange between the human body or an object and its surrounding surfaces. The first of these methods considers the temperatures of the various surrounding surfaces and the corresponding view factors, which represent the rate of radiation emitted by each surface toward the person or object of interest. The MRT is determined by calculating the weighted sum of temperatures raised to the fourth power based on the view factors. This equation is expressed as follows:

\[
T_r^4 = T_1^4 F_{p-1} + T_2^4 F_{p-2} + \cdots + T_n^4 F_{p-n}
\]

(7)

In the second method, assuming that the radiant heat exchange is proportional to the object surface area, the MRT is calculated by considering the surface areas and weighted average temperatures. The equation is given below:

\[
T_r = \frac{T_1 A_1 + T_2 A_2 + \cdots + T_n A_n}{A_1 + A_2 + \cdots + A_n}
\]

(8)

The last method involves estimating temperatures in various planes and applying weighted coefficients to represent the importance of each direction in thermal radiation exposure. This allows for an approximation of the MRT for seated and standing positions. The corresponding MRT equations for the seated and standing person are presented below:
\[ T_{r,\text{seated}} = 0.18(T_{pr,\text{up}} + T_{pr,\text{down}}) + 0.22(T_{pr,\text{left}} + T_{pr,\text{right}}) + 0.30(T_{pr,\text{front}} + T_{pr,\text{back}})/1.4 \]  
\[ T_{r,\text{standing}} = 0.08(T_{pr,\text{up}} + T_{pr,\text{down}}) + 0.3(T_{pr,\text{left}} + T_{pr,\text{right}}) + 0.35(T_{pr,\text{front}} + T_{pr,\text{back}})/1.32 \]

where \( T_{pr} \) denotes the plane radiant temperature. In this study, Equation (7) is specifically adopted for the accurate computation of the mean radiant temperature (MRT). This equation incorporates the temperatures of the surrounding surfaces as well as the view factors, resulting in enhanced precision during the MRT calculation process [20]. Several assumptions were made in order to apply the mathematical model for the resolution of our physical problem:

- Since the majority of construction materials in the test chamber have a high emissivity \((\varepsilon > 0.9)\), it was assumed that all chamber surfaces were black.
- Measurements were taken from one point on each glass surface on the hallway and the outdoor environment side. The temperature distribution was assumed to be uniform on the glass surfaces.
- The floor surface temperature was assumed to be the average of temperature measurements obtained from the center of the floor and near the window.
- In the developed model, MRT calculations were performed in the sitting position of the occupant (at a height of 1.1 m from the floor) in parallel to the ASHRAE standard [9].

Recognizing the importance of surface temperature measurements in MRT calculations, a total of 23 T-type thermocouples were used on both heated and non-heated interior surfaces of the test room. For the surface temperatures within the test room, five thermocouples were placed on each radiant panel of the heated southeast wall and the heated northwest wall, and three thermocouples were used on the heated ceiling radiant panels for measurements. Additionally, surface temperatures of all non-heated surfaces in the test room (wall surfaces, corridor glass surface, external window surface, ceiling, and floor surfaces) were measured using 10 T-type thermocouples. The view factors for the five reference points in Figure 5 were calculated in a three-dimensional coordinate system using Equation (2), and then implemented in the MATLAB environment. The computed view factors are provided in Table 4. The outdoor ambient temperature varied between 5.6 °C and 6.5 °C with an average value of 6.1 °C, so the outside air temperature was almost stable during the experiments. Furthermore, the average, highest, and lowest temperatures measured by thermocouples for the SE, NW, and ceiling radiant panels are provided in Table 5.

**Table 4.** Calculated view factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surfaces</th>
<th>Ref. Point 1</th>
<th>Ref. Point 2</th>
<th>Ref. Point 3</th>
<th>Ref. Point 4</th>
<th>Ref. Point 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface 1</td>
<td>0.02894185</td>
<td>0.02894185</td>
<td>0.09430074</td>
<td>0.01199160</td>
<td>0.02894185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 2</td>
<td>0.00616459</td>
<td>0.00616459</td>
<td>0.03207274</td>
<td>0.00289892</td>
<td>0.00616459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 3</td>
<td>0.01022626</td>
<td>0.01022626</td>
<td>0.04911218</td>
<td>0.00482373</td>
<td>0.01022626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 4</td>
<td>0.02054038</td>
<td>0.02054038</td>
<td>0.08828162</td>
<td>0.00762595</td>
<td>0.02054038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 5</td>
<td>0.01821543</td>
<td>0.01821543</td>
<td>0.08556088</td>
<td>0.00662250</td>
<td>0.01821543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 6</td>
<td>0.03417154</td>
<td>0.03417154</td>
<td>0.01577314</td>
<td>0.09638146</td>
<td>0.03417154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 7</td>
<td>0.00616459</td>
<td>0.00616459</td>
<td>0.00289892</td>
<td>0.03207274</td>
<td>0.00616459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 8</td>
<td>0.01022626</td>
<td>0.01022626</td>
<td>0.00482373</td>
<td>0.04911218</td>
<td>0.01022626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 9</td>
<td>0.00337277</td>
<td>0.00337277</td>
<td>0.00114533</td>
<td>0.03031516</td>
<td>0.00337277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 10</td>
<td>0.01821543</td>
<td>0.01821543</td>
<td>0.00662250</td>
<td>0.08556088</td>
<td>0.01821543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 11</td>
<td>0.02550993</td>
<td>0.02550993</td>
<td>0.02550993</td>
<td>0.02550993</td>
<td>0.02550993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 12</td>
<td>0.04596139</td>
<td>0.04596139</td>
<td>0.04596139</td>
<td>0.04596139</td>
<td>0.04596139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 13</td>
<td>0.04596139</td>
<td>0.04596139</td>
<td>0.04596139</td>
<td>0.04596139</td>
<td>0.04596139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 14</td>
<td>0.02550993</td>
<td>0.02550993</td>
<td>0.02550993</td>
<td>0.02550993</td>
<td>0.02550993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 15</td>
<td>0.04881347</td>
<td>0.04881347</td>
<td>0.04881347</td>
<td>0.04881347</td>
<td>0.04881347</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 5. Temperature values for radiant panels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall (SE)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall (NW)</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison of the radiant temperature calculated at different points of the test room with the radiant temperature measured using the globe sensor is represented in Figure 7. The variations of the measured and calculated radiant temperature for Ref. Point 1 over time are depicted in Figure 7a. The measured MRT with a globe thermometer changed from 21 °C to 21.3 °C, while the calculated MRT changed from 21.8 °C to 22.4 °C, and the average difference between the calculated and measured MRT was 1 °C. The reason for the significant temperature difference at this point can be attributed to the large size of the window surface, the absence of a homogeneous temperature distribution, and the fact that measurements were taken from a single point. Taking temperature measurements from different points on the window surface and using the average value of these temperatures in MRT calculations was considered to yield more consistent results in comparison to the measured MRT value.

The analysis of mean radiant temperature (MRT) measurements at Ref. Points 1 to 5 resulted in the computation of percentage average deviations between the measured and calculated values. The obtained deviations were found to be 4.7%, 2%, 3.6%, 0.6%, and 1.2%, respectively, for each reference point. These computed values serve as indicators of the discrepancies between the experimental measurements and the calculated MRT values, shedding light on the accuracy and reliability of the applied calculation method in relation to the actual measurements at the specified reference points.

As shown in Figure 7b, the average difference of measured and calculated MRT at Ref. Point 2 was found to be 0.4 °C. Figure 7c,d, representing Ref. Point 3 and Ref. Point 4, show the measured and calculated MRT values at a distance of 0.7 m from the southeast and northwest walls. As these walls contained six and nine radiant heating panels, it was reasonable to expect that the air and MRT would be higher than the other three reference points. The average of 168 air temperatures of these two points were 21.8 °C and 21.6 °C, while the average MRT temperatures were 24 °C and 23.6 °C, respectively. The difference between calculated and measured MRT at Ref. Point 4 was relatively smaller. The reason behind this was the unconditioned elevator shaft and fire escape behind the northeast wall. Figure 7e shows the calculated and measured MRT values at Ref. Point 5 which was 1 m inside from the hallway side of the test room. The temperature differences between the calculated and measured MRT values on the hallway side (Ref. Point 5) were found to be quite low, similar to the values observed at Ref. Point 4. The independent conditioning of the hallway area of the building, resulting in a homogeneous temperature distribution.
on the hallway glass, contributed to the calculated MRT value closely matching the measured MRT value. The average difference between the calculated and measured MRT at Ref. Point 5 was found to be 0.4 °C.

Figure 7. Measured and calculated MRT values at Ref. Point (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, and (e) 5.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the radiant temperature distribution in the XZ, YZ, and XY sections of the entire room was determined based on the reliability verification of the temperatures of the surrounding surfaces and view factors method. Moreover, the deviations of the calculated MRT in the comfort indices of the PMV and PPD were compared to the measured PMV and PPD.

Figure 7 illustrates the variations in mean radiant temperature along the northwest-southeast and northeast-southwest, at a height of 1.1 m above the floor, precisely determined through the mean radiant temperature calculation method. To facilitate a comparison between the average radiant temperature and the indoor air temperature values, Figure 8 also presents the average air temperature values measured at the height of 1.1 m above the ground in five different locations across the room, using thermocouples on stands. When analyzing the variation in the MRT along a linear path characterized by constant y and z coordinates of 3.75 m and 1.1 m, respectively, the x coordinates were
observed to vary within the range of 0.3 m to 6.7 m. Thereby, a total number of 641 points were created, each of which was 0.01 m away from the next point in the x-direction, and then the view factors for all these points according to 27 surfaces was calculated. A total of 107,688 MRT data were created; then, the average MRT for all 641 points was obtained from the created data. As it moved from the NW wall to the SE wall, the MRT first decreased until the bottom value of 22.08 °C at $x = 3.33$ m. Then, it started to rise as it approached the SE wall and reached the highest value on this line at 23.9 °C. Comparing the MRT in areas close to the wall and in the center of the room with the air temperatures reveals, as expected, that the difference is greater in areas close to the wall. There is a 1.3 °C difference between the air temperature and the MRT, particularly owing to the southwest wall’s high surface temperature. The difference between the average radiant temperature and the atmospheric temperature was observed to be 0.7 °C in the room’s center, where radiant effects were partially diminished. Considering the scale of the room, there are no significant temperature differences between the areas near the radiant panels and the room’s center. The reason for this is that the room can be heated from the ceiling and walls simultaneously.

As shown in Figure 8, the MRT values were determined from the corridor side of the room to the window side of the room. While the x and z coordinates remained constant at 3.5 m and 1.1 m, respectively, the y coordinate varied between 0.3 m and 7.2 m. As a result, a line was created with 691 points, each of which is 0.01 m away from the next point in the y-direction. As can be seen in Figure 7b, MRT values decreased as it moved from the SW (corridor side) to the NE (window side). At $y = 0.3$ m, MRT = 22.59 °C; at $y = 6.7$ m, MRT = 22.21 °C; and its lowest value MRT = 22.06 °C where $y = 5.08$ m. When examining the differences between MRT and air temperature, particularly near the hallway and
window area, notable differences are observed, especially near the window area. At the location of Stand 1 near the window, there is a noticeable 1.8 °C difference between the calculated MRT value and the air temperature. This discrepancy is believed to be attributed to the measurement of temperature data from a single point on the glass surface during MRT computation. It is hypothesized that obtaining surface temperature data from various points on the glass surface could potentially mitigate this discrepancy.

Similarly, on the hallway side, albeit less pronounced than near the window, a difference of 1.4 °C is observed between the air temperature and MRT. It is assumed that acquiring temperature data from multiple points on the glass surfaces may yield improved outcomes, particularly in rooms where radiant effects are more prominent. Thus, the collection of temperature data from multiple points on the glass surfaces is postulated to lead to enhanced results in systems characterized by significant radiant effects.

Before proceeding to PMV-PPD calculations, this approach can be expanded and the MRT distribution observed at any desired plane. As this approach of creating multiple points in an order progresses from a line to a plane, two of the three coordinates change while the third remains constant. Figures 9–11 show how the calculated radiant temperature varies at all points of the test room in detail.

Figure 9. MRT distribution on the XZ plane of the room: (a) y = 0.3 m, (b) y = 3.75 m, (c) y = 7.2 m, and (d) placement of planes in the perspective view of the room.
Figure 10. MRT distribution on the YZ plane of the room: (a) $x = 0.3$ m, (b) $x = 3.5$ m, (c) $x = 6.7$ m, and (d) placement of planes in the perspective view of the room.

Figure 11. MRT distribution on the XY plane of the room: (a) $z = 0.3$ m, (b) $z = 1.1$ m, (c) $z = 1.7$ m, (d) $z = 2.5$, and (e) placement of planes in the perspective view of the room.
Figure 9 illustrates the distribution of mean radiant temperature (MRT) on three XZ planes located at distinct y coordinates: y = 0.3 m, y = 3.75 m, and y = 7.2 m. Each of these planes comprised 641 points in the x-direction, ranging from x = 0.3 m to x = 6.7 m, with an increment of 0.01 m. Similarly, there were 221 points in the z-direction, ranging from z = 0.3 m to z = 2.5 m, with the same 0.01 m increment. Consequently, a total of 141,661 points existed within the XZ planes, with each point corresponding to 168 MRT measurements. The contour lines depicted in Figure 8 represent the MRT averages calculated for the points observed in the time interval between 12:12 and 14:59. The maximum MRT values found in the planes were 27.7 °C, 27.4 °C, and 27.4 °C, corresponding to the y coordinates of 0.3 m, 3.75 m, and 7.2 m, respectively. Conversely, the minimum temperatures observed were 21.6 °C, 21.1 °C, and 21.2 °C for the same y coordinates. The mean MRT values for the three planes (y = 0.3 m, y = 3.75 m, and y = 7.2 m) were 23.8 °C, 23.4 °C, and 23.6 °C, respectively. As predicted, areas proximate to the ceiling panels exhibited a notable prevalence of higher temperature distribution. It is evident that the temperature differentials exhibited a slight decrease when transitioning from the hallway area (y = 0.3 m) towards the window side (y = 7.2 m). Despite the high surface temperatures of the wall panels, it was observed that the MRT values did not exceed the reference temperature values recommended by ISO 7730 [8] and ASHREA 55 [43] standards, even near the panels.

Figure 10 illustrates how MRT changed on the YZ plane as well as the effects of plane positions in the x-direction on MRT. This plane had the same number of points in the z-direction as the XZ plane and 691 points in the y-direction between x = 0.3 m and y = 6.7 m, for a total of 152,711 points. Average MRT values were 24.47 °C, 23.03 °C, and 26.69 °C, with an x of 0.3 m, 3.5 m, and 6.7 m, respectively. When the average MRT values of the three planes were examined, it was found that there was approximately 1.5 °C difference in MRT with radiant wall panel sides compared to the middle of the test room. Based on these results and presuming that the tested room was utilized as a conference room, it can be speculated that the temperature difference perceived by occupants in the room’s center versus those near the room’s walls remains acceptable. As observed in Figure 10, the MRT distribution shows that the sections close to the NW wall have temperature distributions that are lower than those close to the SE wall. That disparity can be attributed to the presence of an actively heated office room situated behind the southeast wall, while an unheated elevator shaft is situated behind the northwest wall. The MRT distribution on XY planes at different heights is shown in Figure 11. There were 442,408 points in one contour where x was between 0.3 m and 6.7 m, and y was between 0.3 m and 7.2 m. While creating these contours, 74,412,408 MRT data points were calculated for each contour. The lowest MRT values calculated at 0.3 m, 1.1 m, 1.7 m, and 2.5 m heights from the test room’s floor were 21.04 °C, 22.06 °C, 23.31 °C, and 26.22 °C, while the maximum MRT values were 21.04 °C, 22.06 °C, 23.31 °C, and 26.22 °C. The highest temperatures were found in the test room’s SW and SE corners, while the lowest temperatures were found in the room’s center near the window area.

The average MRT values at 0.3 m, 1.1 m, 1.7 m, and 2.5 m heights were 21.7 °C, 22.6 °C, 23.8 °C, and 26.6 °C, respectively. The average temperature difference between the height of 0.3 m and the head level of a standing individual at 1.7 m was calculated at 2.1 °C, thereby meeting the comfort criteria outlined in the ISO 7730 Standard A [8]. As expected, the MRT distribution increased as it moved from the floor to the ceiling panels. As mentioned before, the temperature distribution near the SE wall was slightly higher than the NE wall. The reason behind this trend was that the elevator shaft was behind the NE wall, and there was a heated office behind the SE wall.

PMV and PPD were two indices employed for the assessment and prediction of thermal comfort. Both ASHRAE [43] and ISO [8] standards provide equations for calculating the PMV and PPD. In the present study, ISO 7730’s Equations (11)–(15) were utilized for this purpose. To compute the PMV, a MATLAB function was developed, incorporating various input parameters including metabolic rate, mechanical power, clothing surface
area factor, air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity, relative humidity, heat transfer coefficient, and clothing surface temperature.

\[
PMV = [0.303 \exp(-0.036 \times M) + 0.028] \\
\times (M - W - 3.05 \times 10^{-3} \times (5733 - 6.99 \times (M - W) - p_d) \\
- 0.42 \times [(M - W) - 3.05 \times 10^{-5} \times M \times (5867 - p_d)] \\
- 0.0014 \times M \times (34 - T_a) - 3.96 \times 10^{-8} \times f_{cl} \\
\times [(T_{cl} + 273)^4 - (T_r + 273)^4] - f_{cl} \times h_c(T_{cl} - T_a)
\]

\[
T_{cl} = 35.7 - 0.028 \times (M - W) - I_{cl} \times \left\{ \frac{3.96 \times 10^{-8} \times f_{cl} \times (T_{cl} + 273)^4}{f_{cl} \times h_c \times (T_{cl} - T_a)} \right\}
\]

\[
h_c = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
2.38 \times |T_{cl} - T_a|^{0.25} & \text{for } 2.38 \times |T_{cl} - T_a|^{0.25} > 12.1 \times \sqrt{V_a} \\
12.1 \times \sqrt{V_a} & \text{for } 2.38 \times |T_{cl} - T_a|^{0.25} < 12.1 \times \sqrt{V_a}
\end{array} \right.
\]

\[
f_{cl} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
1.00 + 1.290 \times I_{cl} & \text{for } I_{cl} < 0.078 m^2 K/W \\
1.05 + 0.645 \times I_{cl} & \text{for } I_{cl} > 0.078 m^2 K/W
\end{array} \right.
\]

\[
PPD = 100 - 95 \times \exp(-0.03353 \times PMV^4 - 0.2179 \times PMV^2)
\]

Equations (12) and (13) were solved by iteration and \( pa \) was calculated using relative humidity. \( M \) and \( I_{cl} \) refer to the metabolic rate and clothing insulation. ISO standardizes these parameters and offers tables for different situations. An office in a building was taken as the test room in this study, hence the \( M \) value was defined as sedentary activity and \( I_{cl} \) of 0.00 clo (for underwear with short sleeves and legs, shirt, trousers, jacket, socks, and shoes) was determined. The effective mechanical power, \( W \), was assumed to be 0 in this study.

The PMV and PPD values were measured every 20 min at five different locations in the test room. Figure 12 shows the changes in heated and unheated surface temperatures, air temperatures, outdoor ambient temperatures, and hallway temperatures in the test room during the experiments. The corridor and outdoor ambient temperatures, which were the important parameters that would affect thermal comfort, almost never changed during the experiments. That was practically very useful when comparing measurements taken at various points throughout the room.

![Figure 12. Temperature measurement of the test room.](image-url)
Several parameters including air temperature, air velocity, relative humidity, mean radiant temperature, metabolic rate, and clothing insulation were required according to the PMV and PPD equations. The metabolic rate and clothing insulation were predefined from the ISO standard tables; air temperature, relative humidity and air velocity were measured with a comfort device, and the MRT was measured with both a comfort device and Equation (7). The calculated MRTs were compared with globe thermometer measurements and approved in previous sections. Therefore, using the calculated MRT did not result in unacceptable deviations in the results.

When the dimensions of the testing room (7 × 7.5 × 2.8 m) were taken into account, it might be somewhat challenging to ensure the level of thermal comfort was consistent throughout the entire space. Particularly during the heating seasons, localized disruptions may arise due to lower temperatures on cold wall and glass surfaces. To prevent this, wall and ceiling radiant heating systems have been included in many studies where they can be an alternative to conventional heating systems. Considering the size of the room, it was deemed necessary to measure the PMV and PPD values at various points using a thermal comfort device to ascertain the thermal comfort values in different regions of the test room. The MRT is a crucial factor affecting the radiant heat exchange between the human body and the environment, exerting a preponderant influence on thermal comfort indices like PMV and PPD [44]. Figure 12 shows how the PMV and PPD values would change according to the measurement values, if the MRT value was calculated using Equation (7). The measured and calculated (via ISO 7730 Standard) trends of the PMV and PPD values are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. ISO 7730 thermal environment categories [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>PPD (%)</th>
<th>PMV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>&lt;6</td>
<td>−0.2 &lt; PMV &lt; +0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>−0.5 &lt; PMV &lt; +0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>&lt;15</td>
<td>−0.7 &lt; PMV &lt; +0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 shows the average parameters during the measurements at five points (see Figure 7) in the test room. During the measurement of comfort at various locations within the test room, it was observed that the air velocity values remained extremely low, predominantly as a result of the occurrence of natural convection, and the average relative humidity was measured to be around 40%.

Table 7. Average measured values of air temperature, air velocity, and relative humidity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Ta (°C)</th>
<th>Va (m/s)</th>
<th>RH (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>41.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>40.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.26</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>38.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22.25</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>21.75</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>40.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 13a and 14a show the calculated and measured PMV and PPD values at Ref. Point 1 which was near the window.
Figure 13. Measured and calculated PMV at Ref. Point (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4 and (e) 5.
Figure 14. Measured and calculated PPD at Ref. Point (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4 and (e) 5.

The mean value average of the calculated and measured PMV are close to each other with 0.073 and -0.095, respectively. Similarly, the average calculated and measured PPD values were almost the same with 5.12% and 5.19%. It was observed that the temperature data taken from a single point on the glass surface resulted in a high error in the MRT calculation method based on the view factor, and, therefore, there was a significant difference between the measured and calculated PMV and PPD values, especially near the glass area (Ref. Point 1). To obtain more accurate results of the comfort indices in buildings with
such a high glass ratio, it was necessary to take measurements from various sections of the glass surfaces, particularly during the heating seasons.

Figures 13b and 14b represent Ref. Point 2 that was in the middle of test room. While the calculated PMV and PPD values showed a more consistent pattern with an average of 0.051 PMV and 5.06%, the measured PMV and PPD values increased slightly at 12:37. Figures 13c and 14c and Figures 13d and 14d show a comparison of the measured and calculated PMV and PPD comfort values near the wall where the radiant panels were located. The existence of radiant panels on both walls caused the experimental and calculated PPD and PPV values to be high. The PMV and PPD values near both walls varied from 0.2 to 0.4 and from 5.8% to 7.2%, respectively, not meeting the ISO 7730 comfort standards in the A, B, and C category. The measured and calculated PMV and PPD values on the corridor side (Figures 13e and 14e) were found to be quite well validated and meeting all ISO 7730 comfort standards.

The thermal comfort of living spaces with radiant systems can be controlled using many methods such as air temperature, operating temperature, model predictive control, and PMV. Although the air temperature-based thermostat control is an affordable and established way that has been used in many applications, some of previous efforts [45–50] also emphasized that this approach might be insufficient to provide the desired comfort conditions in radiant heating and cooling systems. Figure 14 shows how the PMV comfort parameter varied in different areas of the room by measuring air and surface temperatures of the experimental room solely using T-type thermocouples. Since the test room was conditioned with radiant heating, the humidity value and air velocity were taken as 50% and 0.05 m/s, respectively, in the PMV calculation.

In Figure 15a, when the air temperature parameter was taken from the thermocouple at point 3 or 4, the ISO 7730 category A comfort conditions could not be met. In other words, when the thermostat was set to point 3 or 4, the person sitting in point 1 would feel slightly warmer. The comfort conditions for an individual working at points 2 and 4 (Figure 15b,e) were similar regardless of where the thermostat was located. It was observed that when the thermostat was set to point 3, two of the individuals would feel uncomfortable according to the category A of the ISO 7730 Standard, while it was partially uncomfortable when set to point 4, and comfortable when set to points 1 and 2. A person sitting at points 3 and 4 (Figure 15c,d) naturally would feel warmer and more uncomfortable than other areas. Similarly, if the thermostat was placed in points 3 and 4, it could not meet the category A of the ISO 7730 Standard.

When all subfigures in Figure 15 were evaluated, regardless of where an individual would sit in the room, category A could not be achieved when the thermostat is placed at point 3 or 4, whereas categories B and C of the relevant standard (ISO 7730) are achieved. Comfort conditions could be achieved at all points if the air temperature values were taken from points 1, 2, and 5. Figure 15 can work with the help of a made-up scenario as well. For instance, Ref. Point 2 could be designated as a thermostat positioned on a meeting table situated in the central region of the office space, whereas Ref. Point 5 might represent an individual seated on a sofa. Moreover, points 1, 3, and 4 could symbolize individuals engaged in office work while seated at their respective desks. By employing this approach and utilizing data acquired from all the figures, a comprehensive assessment can be formulated.
5. Conclusions

This study aimed to determine the accuracy of a calculation method to obtain MRT and assess the thermal comfort of a test room, that was conditioned using a RHC system, with these temperatures. To prove the reliability of the calculation method, MRT at five different points of a test room with dimensions of 7 m × 7.5 m × 2.8 m was calculated for three hours on 24 February 2022. The calculated temperatures were then compared to the results of a black globe thermometer during the same time. Following the discussion of the results, the PMV and PPD values were included in the study as an index of thermal comfort. These calculated MRT values were examined and validated with readings from a comfort device.

According to the given information, some conclusions are given as follows:

- The method based on surface temperatures and angle factors demonstrated a high degree of compatibility and accuracy with globe thermometer measurements. However, the temperature data obtained at a single point on the glass surface caused a high error in the MRT calculation method based on the view factor; consequently, there was a significant discrepancy between the measured and calculated PMV and PPD values, particularly in the nearby region of the glass area. Measurements need to be taken from several sections of the glass surfaces to obtain accurate comfort indices in buildings with a high glass ratio, especially during the heating seasons.
• Comparing MRT values obtained from the globe thermometer (ranging between 21 °C and 23.7 °C) with calculated values (ranging between 21.24 °C and 24.71 °C), Ref. Point 4 showed the closest match, with a mere 0.17 °C difference between calculated and measured values.
• For the next step of the study, two lines at different directions across the test room were created and the change of MRT on these lines were examined. The MRT near the NW side of the test room was lower than the SE side approximately by 0.3 °C. This is because the unheated elevator shaft is located behind the northwest wall of the test room.
• Several planes at different positions were obtained and the MRT distribution on these planes was studied. When the MRT distribution on the XY plane at a 1.1 m height that represented head level for a seated person is considered, the MRT changed from 22.63 °C to 24.30 °C. If an MRT of 23 °C was accepted as a threshold, it is observed that 22.72% of all created 442,931 points on this plane were higher than the threshold and accumulated on the NW and SE sides of the test room.
• The PMV and PPD were also studied to assess thermal comfort in the last section. After the validation of the obtained MRT values using the calculation method that used surface temperatures and view factors, the PMV and PPD values were calculated according to the ISO standards and compared with the results from the indoor air quality equipment.
• Ref. Points 1, 2, and 5 meet ISO 7730 category A conditions while points 3 and 4 that represented points near the radiant heating panels were not able to meet requirements.

In light of the above, the proposed model can be used as a time- and cost-effective approach for thermal comfort measurements instead of conventional globe thermometer measurements. Hereby, the model can increase its applicability in practical use.
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**Nomenclature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clo</td>
<td>Clothing insulation [clo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Diameter of globe thermometer [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E_{eff}</td>
<td>Effective radiative flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{cl}</td>
<td>Clothing area factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_{ij}</td>
<td>View factor between the occupant and the surrounding surfaces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSHP</td>
<td>Ground source heat pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHE</td>
<td>Ground heat exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAQ</td>
<td>Universal indoor air quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRT</td>
<td>Mean radiant temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Northwest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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